
Wake Forest School 
of Business Leads  
the Class with  
Drift in Rapidly 
Engaging Students

Established in 1969, the Wake Forest School of 
Business helps businesses create a better world  
by developing passionate, ethical business leaders 
who get results with integrity.

WFU School of Business’ biggest challenge was 
getting prospective students on the School’s website 
to personally engage early in their search process.  
In a highly competitive recruiting cycle, students who 
research the School anonymously are a potential  
lost opportunity.

About WFU’s School of Business The Challenge
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We knew we were missing an opportunity to connect with 
them on the front end of their search process, and in a 
category with significant fixed costs, each lost opportunity 
matters a lot.” 

— Sylvia Green Chief Marketing Officer, Wake Forest School of Business

“
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Drift helps the School proactively address common 
questions through the recruitment journey in order to 
remove friction from the application funnel. Additionally, 
it has enhanced attribution and tracking to support the 
emphasis on behaviorally based interactions.

Drift has provided the School’s student candidates 
a much more engaging experience and student 
response. Drift Chat and Video drive more 
conversations and interaction, giving the recruitment 
team more opportunities to have those critical early 
conversations. In just 6 months:

1. 43% conversion rate from Drift into a lead

2. 77% conversion rate from lead to meeting 

3. 65% more applications from inquiries using Drift

The Solution

The Results

We needed a solution to help us convince students to 
engage and then drive those students toward a live 
conversation with a human. Drift made perfect sense 
because it’s dedicated to creating conversations that move 
prospects through the funnel.”
— Michael Lamphier Executive Director, Marketing and Communication, Wake Forest School of Business

“

Drift has really helped us improve student experiences and 
makes it easier for us to connect with students, quickly 
learn their wants and needs, and more effectively present 
the School as an option they should consider. I’m confident 
that the improved experience Drift creates has had a 
positive impact on our overall brand.”
— John White Executive Director, Enrollment Management, Wake Forest School of Business
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